
The premier kitchen and bath design event - KBIS 2019 - will make 

its way to Las Vegas on February 19-21 and Atlas Homewares 

is ready to engage this captive audience with three remarkable 

new hardware collections. Known for their fresh designs, Atlas 

Homewares will unveil Alaire, Dot and Logan Collections - each a 

trendsetting original.  

ALAIRE
The new Alaire Collection offers a minimal yet sculptural 

style for contemporary spaces. This collection is smooth, soft,  

and tailored with elongated feet adding visual interest while  

the clean lines keep the pulls minimal. Alaire is destined to create 

a focal point in any room. The Alaire pulls are available in six sizes 

from 3 ¾ inches to 12 inches and a choice of three finishes.

DOT
Bring a cool California vibe to mid-century modern décors with 

   the new Dot Collection. Pairing a simple curved bar pull    

  with oversized backplates and knobs, Dot makes a strong 

visual impact with a hip, spherical design that demands 

attention.  The Dot collection includes a considerable  

2 inch knob, a 1 1⁄4 inch knob, five pull sizes from 5 1⁄16  to  

12 inches and a choice of four finishes.

LOGAN
The Logan Collection softens the edges of 

hardware design with a classic idea made 

modern. Reminiscent of shapes found 

in 1950’s homewares, the new Logan 

pulls feature simple squared edges and 

a modest profile, giving this collection a 

chic vibe that is in line with today’s trends. 

Install Logan with feet facing in or out  

for added interest. The Logan pulls are 

available in sizes from 3 ¾ inches to 7 9⁄16 

inches in four finishes.
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